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Growing up in France, Kamel Guechida was introduced to the pleasures of food at

a young age from his uncle who was a chef.  From stirring sauces to rolling pastry dough,

Guechida’s time with his uncle taught him the organization, discipline and patience he

would need as a foundation for his gastronomic future.

Following graduation from high school, he attended the Centre de Formation et

d’Apprentissage de Boulazac, a prestigious pastry school located in the southwestern

region of France.  There he received a degree in professional pastry with a specialty in

chocolates and confections.  Following his education, Guechida completed a two-year

apprenticeship with Mazi Francis, an esteemed chocolatier in Perigueux.  During the next

six years, Guechida honed his style while gaining experience as a pastry chef throughout

France.

In 1994, Guechida began working at Restaurant de Crissier in Switzerland, home

of acclaimed chef Freddy Girardet.  During his time with Girardet, the restaurant received

three Michelin stars and a 19/20 rating in the esteemed Gault Millau.
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 “Working with Girardet was one of the formative experiences of my career,”

Guechida said.  “I was taught a great deal about consistency and quality.”

In March 2000, Guechida was introduced to Chef Joël Robuchon during a dinner

hosted by Girardet.  Soon after, Guechida joined Robuchon’s team as pastry chef and

worked at several of his restaurants around the world including Robuchon à Galera in

Macau and Château Restaurant Joël Robuchon in Tokyo.  Guechida contributed his

pastry expertise to dinners held in Robuchon’s honor at locales around the world.

Guechida also was part of the opening team for L’Atelier de Joël Robuchon in Paris in

2003 and Joël Robuchon Monte Carlo in 2004.

Chef Robuchon invited Guechida to join him when he decided to open his first

U.S. outpost in Las Vegas at MGM Grand in 2005.  Focusing on regional ingredients,

Guechida was able to create desserts that exhibit the principles of flavor and seasonality

for which Robuchon is known.

“When Robuchon creates new menus, the kitchen team needs to have synergy for

the entire menu and respect the spirit of his food,” Guechida said.  “For our 16-course

menu, we keep the desserts light and balanced while maintaining bold flavors.  Pastry is a

very delicate part of the menu because we are the last impression of the meal.”  As such,

Guechida hopes guests remember his desserts as a “moment of pleasure.”

Much like the métier behind Guechida’s signature dish, the soufflé, one will find

dedication and artistry as two fundamentals of any Guechida pastry creation.
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